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Study mandates

 JLARC to study water resource planning 

and management

▀ Sustainability of surface and groundwater

▀ Effectiveness of state and local water planning

▀ Effectiveness of water withdrawal permitting

▀ Need for strategies to preserve or increase water 

supply
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HJR 623 & SJR 272 (2015)

Item 33, Appropriation Act (2016)
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Research activities

 Interviews

▀ Federal and national experts

▀ DEQ staff

▀ Public water suppliers and industrial water users

▀ Local economic developers

▀ Other states

 Survey of public water suppliers, localities, 

businesses, and local economic developers

 Review of the research literature
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Collaboration with Virginia water experts

 VA Tech Water Resources Research Center 

facilitated collaboration between JLARC staff 

and faculty with expertise in water resources 

and modeling

 Advisory panel selected faculty, provided 

advice, and critiqued analysis

 Two professors assessed Virginia’s water 

resource modeling
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Status

 Report presented to JLARC Commission at October 

11 meeting

▀ Report received by Commission

 Full report available at: http://jlarc.virginia.gov/
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Water resource planning is currently too vague and not 

sufficiently aligned with water location and use to fully 

address the state’s most pressing sustainability problems.

Sustainability of groundwater in eastern Virginia is tenuous 

and can easily be tipped out of balance. This can be 

addressed now through changes to the permitting process. 

It may also be addressed over the longer term by supply 

projects.

In brief
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In this presentation

Background

Water resource planning

Groundwater in eastern Virginia

– Sustainability

– Potential supply project

– Permitting

Surface water
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Most water withdrawals in Virginia are for power 

generation and public water supply (2014)
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Water withdrawals are sustainable when supply 

meets demand

 Sustainable withdrawals can be maintained 

indefinitely

▀ Water shortfalls—supply cannot meet demand

 Water shortfalls can have significant negative 

impacts

 Water resource management attempts to ensure 

sustainability
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In this presentation

Background

Water resource planning

Groundwater in eastern VA

– Sustainability

– Potential supply project

– Permitting

Surface water
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State plan improved understanding of water use

 First statewide water plan for Virginia

▀ Plan was significant undertaking by DEQ

 Most comprehensive accounting of water 

use to date
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Two-thirds of stakeholders had either not heard 

of the plan or had not looked at the plan
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Source: JLARC survey of public water stakeholders, 2016.
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State plan does not set clear priorities or 

include actionable strategies

 Plan identifies 12 challenges

▀ Only three related to water supply

▀ Sustainability in eastern Virginia not addressed

 Plan makes recommendations to address 

challenges

▀ Not actionable

▀ Not sufficiently detailed
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More than 60% of local plans represented only 

one locality
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*Sometimes in cooperation with one or more towns
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Regional water planning used in other states to 

lower costs and avoid conflicts

 Other states require more regional planning

▀ Florida

▀ Georgia 

▀ Texas

 Regional, rather than single locality, planning 

can help

▀ Identify opportunities for lower cost, cross-locality 

projects

▀ Avoid potential water conflicts among localities
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The General Assembly may wish to consider directing the 

State Water Control Board to designate regional planning 

areas based on factors such as primary water source.

The State Water Control Board should define regional 

planning group membership.

Recommendations
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Existing water supply can be used more 

efficiently

 Infrastructure repairs can reduce water losses

▀ Most commonly cited by public water suppliers as 

cost-effective

▀ Water losses of 4% to 50% due to aging infrastructure

 Conservation can address sustainability during 

droughts

▀ Second most common option cited
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Source: JLARC survey of public water suppliers, 2016.
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Various water supply projects can be cost-

effective, depending on specific circumstances

 Reservoirs (especially outside of eastern Virginia)

 Aquifer storage and recharge

 Reuse of treated wastewater

 Stormwater retention

 Water transfers and purchases

 Desalination of seawater or brackish water
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Localities have widely varying expertise and 

supply arrangements

 Smaller localities may lack expertise for 

complex water projects

▀ Evaluating water supply options

▀ Sites and permits for reservoirs

 Localities often

▀ Compete with each other over water supply

▀ Independently develop supply projects

▀ Purchase water from other localities
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State plays minimal role addressing key policy 

questions

 Have lower-cost or lower-risk water supply 

options been explored?

 Have all affected localities been involved 

in the project planning process?

 Have policy decisions been made about 

project risks and benefits?
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Recommendations

The General Assembly may wish to consider directing

▀ DEQ to use the state plan to define how the state will 

facilitate and support regional water planning.

▀ DEQ to report on the additional resources needed to 

facilitate and support regional water planning.

▀ DEQ to propose how it would provide guidance for projects 

with cross-jurisdictional impact and technical assistance.

▀ the State Water Commission to evaluate providing grants 

to incentivize regional water planning and financing 

regional projects.
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In this presentation
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– Potential supply project

– Permitting

Surface water
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Coastal aquifer is depletable source of high-

quality, low-cost water for eastern Virginia

 Aquifer requires thousands of years to 

recharge naturally

 High-quality water

▀ Sediment naturally filters the water

 Low-cost water

▀ Low pumping costs because water is under pressure

▀ Minimal need for piping infrastructure
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State attempts to preserve coastal aquifer by 

maintaining minimum groundwater levels

 Collectively, no more than 80% can be withdrawn

 Low water levels can have negative impacts

▀ Increased withdrawal costs 

▀ Permanent damage to aquifer

▀ Land subsidence

▀ Saltwater contamination
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Sustainability is tenuous and can easily 

be tipped out of balance

 Withdrawals sustainable over next few years

▀ Assumes DEQ reduces permits for 14 largest users

 Three variables could contribute to 

unsustainability in long term

▀ Unpermitted withdrawals expected to increase 

by 1 MGD per year

▀ Current withdrawals by permitted users can increase

▀ New permit requests
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MGD = Million gallons per day
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Aquifer injection is major cross-regional supply 

project proposed for eastern Virginia

 HRSD in early stages of project to inject new 

water into coastal aquifer

▀ Second largest aquifer injection in U.S.

 Aquifer injection project would use 7 separate 

injection sites at different locations

 Each site would treat wastewater to drinking 

water standards, then pump it into the aquifer
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HRSD = Hampton Roads Sanitation District
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Aquifer injection could substantially increase 

aquifer water supply once fully implemented

 Up to 120 MGD of water would be injected —

roughly equivalent to all current permitted 

aquifer use 

▀ Preliminary modeling predicts rising water 

levels from injection

 Help reduce nutrients being released into 

the Chesapeake Bay

 Potential to reverse land subsidence and 

saltwater intrusion
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Aquifer injection has substantial capital 

and operating costs

 $1.2 billion in capital costs for water treatment 

and injection facilities

▀ Bonds secured by existing customers

 $21–$43 million in annual operating costs

▀ Fees from existing customers and groundwater users
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Full implementation of injection project will take 

decades, even under best case scenario

 Project has not yet received federal regulatory 

approval

 Full benefits will not be realized for more than 

2 decades

▀ Not fully operational until 2030 

(if timeline is maintained)

▀ Additional 10-20 years to realize full impact 

on water levels

 Large scale of project and ensuring water 

compatibility could delay project completion
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In this presentation
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Surface water
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“When proposed uses of groundwater are 

in conflict or when available supplies of 

groundwater are insufficient … preference 

shall be given to uses for human consumption, 

over all others.” 

Statute gives highest priority to withdrawals 

for human consumption

32

Code of Virginia § 62.1-263
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Groundwater permitting in eastern Virginia has 

not sufficiently prioritized human consumption

 Permits historically granted on first-come, 

first-served basis

▀ Permit applications reviewed and granted 

as they are received

 Process has favored existing permit holders, 

including industrial users
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More than 60% of permitted groundwater 

withdrawals are by industrial users
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Shown in gallons per year.  Excludes non -permitted use.
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DEQ is seeking reductions for all types of permits, 

including those for human consumption

 In negotiations with 14 largest permitted users, 

DEQ is seeking roughly equal percentage permit 

reductions, regardless of type of use

 Public water suppliers having allocations reduced

▀ James City Service Authority

▀ Western Tidewater Water Authority

▀ Portsmouth City

▀ Newport News City

▀ Franklin City
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Not sufficiently prioritizing human consumption 

is crowding out public water supply needs

 Public water suppliers will need to develop more 

costly water supply alternatives

 JCSA has initiated $128 million surface water 

project 

▀ DEQ reducing JCSA withdrawals by 30%

▀ Project could increase water rates ≈ $23 to 

$33/month (depending on a variety of factors)
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JCSA = James City Service Authority 
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Recommendations

The General Assembly may wish to consider 

requiring that permits for non-human consumptive 

uses are 

▀ approved only after meeting the demand for human 

consumption.

▀ reduced as necessary to meet human consumptive 

needs.
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Two permittees account for nearly half of 

permitted usage

 WestRock mill in West Point = 28% of use

 International Paper mill in Franklin = 20% of use

 Constrains the state’s ability to accommodate 

▀ Growth among existing public water supplier 

and other types of users

▀ New industrial users
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Two paper mills use substantially more water than 

other major users (gallons per year in 2014, shown to scale)
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Largest water declines in West Point and Franklin City
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The General Assembly may wish to consider establishing 

limits on the proportion of overall permit capacity that can 

be awarded to a single user.

Recommendation
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Permitted, but unused, groundwater limits what 

is available for others

 Only 30–40% of permitted withdrawal amounts 

are actually used

 Permit requests often build in substantial room 

for growth

 “Hoarding” of capacity impedes

▀ Fair and efficient allocation of water

▀ Economic growth

▀ Prioritizing human consumption
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Lack of economic prioritization mechanism 

contributes to overuse or misallocation

 Groundwater in coastal aquifer is a low-cost, 

high-quality public resource

 Users pay a permit fee ($600 to $6,000) but 

do not pay for water usage

▀ At least 12 other states charge for volume 

of groundwater used

 Allocation of permits does not consider 

net benefit to the state’s economy
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General Assembly could

1. Establish authority to assess a user fee for 

groundwater withdrawn from the coastal aquifer.

2. Direct the establishment of criteria to, among 

industrial users, award permits to those with greatest 

net benefit to the state’s economy in return for water 

used.

Options
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Most of state uses surface water and certain 

regions nearly ran out during last major drought

 Surface water used for nearly 90 percent of 

all consumptive withdrawals

 During Virginia’s most extreme drought ever 

recorded (2002)

▀ Certain public water suppliers were within 60 days 

of running out of water

▀ Others moved intake valves so they could withdraw 

enough water to meet demand
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State cannot predict the location, timing, 

or size of surface water shortfalls

 Lack of data about surface water usage

 Inaccurate water demand and supply estimates

▀ Future demand likely overstated

 DEQ makes only one prediction 30 years out
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More reliable predictions could identify river 

segments where shortfalls could occur

 More reliable predictions could result from

▀ More accurate demand and supply estimates

▀ Multiple modeling scenarios 

 DEQ could target areas at greatest risk 

of shortfalls for additional analysis 

▀ Review quality of data and estimates

▀ Additional stream-flow monitoring
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Lack of data hinders DEQ’s ability to accurately 

predict surface water shortfalls

 DEQ lacks detailed data for about half of all 

surface water users and 82% of all withdrawals

 Larger users required by statute to report use, 

but do not

▀ DEQ lacks statutory authority to compel compliance

▀ No consequence for not complying 
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The General Assembly may wish to consider giving 

the State Water Control Board authority to impose 

civil penalties for not reporting water use, as required, 

in the areas at greatest risk for water shortfalls.

Recommendation
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